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Business Insider - Sindhu Sundar Feb 6, 2023
https://www.businessinsider.com/chatgpt-may-make-up-facts-
openai-cto-mira-murati-says-2023-2?r=US&IR=T

https://www.businessinsider.com/author/sindhu-sundar
https://www.businessinsider.com/chatgpt-may-make-up-facts-openai-cto-mira-murati-says-2023-2?r=US&IR=T










“There are also situations and contexts within the school where pupils will be asked to use 
AI tools to enhance learning and to explore and understand how these tools can be used, 
and times where the use of AI tools will be expressly permitted.”

“Our general assumption, however, is that classwork and homework that is designed to 
improve skills in that subject (e.g. problem practice in Maths, writing practice in English, 
translation practice in a language etc.) will be pupil’s own.”

“For certain tasks, pupils can use AI tools to generate content (text, 
video, audio, images) that will end up in your coursework, homework, 
activities and responses.”

Leicester Grammar School AI Policy



• If using AI tools you should “acknowledge what part of any assignment was 
written or created by AI and what was written and created by you. You may not 
submit any work generated by an AI program as your own.”

• “The unauthorised and unattributed submission of AI-generated answers 
constitutes plagiarism and is not permitted. We reserve the right to use AI 
plagiarism detectors or our academic judgement to identify unappreciated 
uses of AI. The school reserves the right to apply sanctions from the full range 
of those available where plagiarism has been committed.”

Leicester Grammar School AI Policy
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• Sure, I can help you with that. 
Here is a revision timetable for the 
period of 14th December to 4th 
January with Christmas day off:

• This timetable is based on the 
assumption that you will be studying 
for two hours every weekday and 
two hours on weekends. You can 
adjust the timings and subjects 
according to your preference and 
needs. Good luck with your revision! 
📚👍

Weekdays Time Subject

Mon 12/13/21 6-8 PM Chemistry

Tue 12/14/21 6-8 PM Biology

Wed 12/15/21 6-8 PM Geography

Thu 12/16/21 6-8 PM Chemistry

Fri 12/17/21 6-8 PM Biology

Sat 12/18/21 10 AM-12 PM Geography

Sun 12/19/21 10 AM-12 PM Chemistry

Mon 12/20/21 6-8 PM Biology

Tue 12/21/21 6-8 PM Geography

Wed 12/22/21 6-8 PM Chemistry

Thu 12/23/21 6-8 PM Biology

Fri 12/24/21 - Sat 12/25/21 - Christmas Day Off

Sun 12/26/21 - Mon 12/27/21 - Christmas Break

Tue 12/28/21 - Wed 12/29/21 - Christmas Break

Thu 12/30/21 - Fri 12/31/21 - Christmas Break

Sat 1/1/22 - New Year’s Day Off

Sun 1/2/22 - New Year’s Break

Mon 1/3/22 - New Year’s Break

Tue 1/4/22 - New Year’s Break

I am doing Biology, Chemistry and 
Geography A Level, can you plan me 
a revision timetable from 14th 
December to the 4th January. I want 
to take Christmas day off.

MAKING A REVISION 

TIMETABLE



Thanks to Mrs Kendall for 
marking this one
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Final Thoughts

AI is here to stay and is going to be a part of any working environments our young 
people hope to go into

Be cautious and critical of information coming from all sources, but especially AI. Check 
the information against multiple sources. 

There are often free tools behind those that will charge you, so think before you get 
out your wallet.

Explore. Get used to using these tools appropriately. 



Risks and Dangers of AI
Jennifer Young

Deputy Head, Pastoral



SAFER SCROLLING: How algorithms popularise and gamify online hate and misogyny 
for young people – UCL report 5/2/24

https://www.ascl.org.uk/ASCL/media/ASCL/Help%20and%20advice/Inclusion/Safer-scrolling.pdf


‘Chatbots’ and ‘virtual assistants’

ChatGPT Copilot





Tips for parents

Further information can be found online at NSPCC.org.uk

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/#guides


Parental control apps for Android and iPhone 
(‘Tom’s Guide’ 2024)

Click here for further information

https://www.tomsguide.com/us/best-parental-control-apps,review-2258.html




Healthy Digital Diet



AI in Education
Carl James

Deputy Head, Curriculum



AI is old news

• AI has been doing stuff for us (to us?) for ages

• Amazon’s suggestions – increasingly good

• Google’s search engine suggestions –
increasingly good

• As you move down the street, ANPR, traffic 
lights, CCTV etc.



Generative AI is basically new

• Mass availability is post-Covid

• Possibly stimulated by industry capacity as remote working began to 
shrink back

• Movement from ability to perform very specific tasks (like searching, 
or certain types of shopping) to being able to generate ‘novel’ content 
on anything (within reason and some rules)



Why now?

Difficult to decide when to say anything about AI

Possibility that we have seen the end of the ‘big bang’ phase

Popularity tide is turning – a critical cynicism is probably an 
asset for us (and children) as users





Let’s build a new car!

• An actually new car

• There are rules about this, set by legal frameworks in many countries

• We (manufacturer) need to spend hundreds of millions, e.g.:
• R&D

• Compliance

• Safety testing

• Tooling for novel parts

• New factory?

• (Probably) Product Recall for early adopter consumers



Let’s run a new Generative AI

• A bit like launching a new car but:
• without (m)any rules

• without much safety testing (if any)

• So this means that we are the crash test dummies:
• all of us in society at large

• children included



There are some rules, but they aren’t 
necessarily helpful

A scene that depicts all that is bad about 
modern Britain

A scene that depicts all that is bad about 
modern Germany – computer says no.



Generative AI is limited

A Science teacher wishes to produce an image to support a lesson on 
Laboratory Safety.  He asks Gen-AI for an image showing some 
schoolchildren behaving dangerously in a lab – so that pupils can then 
identify the dangerous behaviour.

We’re expecting:

• Missing goggles

• Wet surfaces

• Lack of lab coats



Unsafe Laboratory Behaviour



Generative AI – The Students’ SNAKE-OILTM

• Gen-AI is already being sold as personalised learning

• It is efficient at helping certain learners prepare for certain exams

• Exams, useful as they are, are a reduction to common factors (so it’s 
the polar opposite to personalised learning)

• Unlikely (in its current form) to replace teachers…

• …but, could have a role to play in plugging gaps



Generative AI - Plagiarism

• This is the big panic for educators, especially Universities

• “Turnitin” etc. – not proving an enormous help [yet]

• What happens to:
• Homework
• Coursework
• Exams with any sort of ‘open book’ element or remotely conducted

• International Bacc – embrace!

• English system – retrenchment!
• Don’t really use AI, and if you do you must acknowledge it like any other 

source (else it is malpractice)



It took me just three goes to get this sort of likeness.



Generative AI – What to Teach

• “We need to be teaching children how to prompt AI effectively”
• This creates time savings in the order of minutes
• Gen-AI will look completely different when our children hit the workforce

• Better:
• General awareness of its functions
• Potential
• Limitations
• Ethics (plagiarism, avoiding dangerous content (reading/creating)

• Responsible and Appropriate use

• Dangers (largely as inherited from the Internet at large)
• Career implications: some jobs will disappear, others will change



Generative AI - opportunities
• China has a ‘tutor match’ app [technology similar to dating apps] –

this will come to the Anglosphere

• Job market disruption – probably helpful for those with enough time 
to pivot before entering the fray

• Facility for learners:
• Effectively a ‘more human’ search engine
• Obvious potential for some assistance with learning

• Improvements for teachers:
• Create some resources [little excellent, but mediocrity in abundance]
• Hopefully useful for admin [with wins for T&L], but we said this before about 

email



Generative AI – A bright future!?

• It’s not clear

• Gen-AI uses the internet for its learning

• But an increasing proportion of the internet is Gen-AI generated

• This circular logic is likely to end badly without good management:
• Propagation of a limited amount of information in convergent style

• Risk of propagation of misinformation



So what’s happening?

• Ofsted and Ofqual must present to ministers this month how they will 
approach AI with a strategy to include what is currently going on to 
understand it and manage current and emergent risks

• JCQ (who run the exams system) are perpetually clarifying the 
regulations

• Governments are gradually regulating: the US now has 25 AI-related 
regulations (versus 1 back in 2016)



What do we [all] do about it?
AI may appear more authoritative.  But don’t forget it’s the internet.  
So it’s mostly common-sense and proportionate care.

• Careful with personal data

• Don’t do anything offensive, rude or irresponsible

• Know that it could save time or augment progress…

• …but know also there are reliability concerns

• Check outcomes carefully

• Never pass off other’s work as yours (including that of machines)

• Talk to each other about what you are doing



What does a school do about it?

• The above..!
• Make sure teachers are aware

• Make sure pupils are aware

• Help families to be aware

• Listen to families (who may know a great deal more than us)

• Use it where there is cause to use it
• Shaping up as a tool rather than an end in itself

• Does need to find niches within our existing curriculum – this comes next



“Any intelligence is better than none”


